Completed Projects:

• Completed a content redesign of the Endeavor Chile website; led meetings with the contracted web designer (new website expected to launch in October)
• Created a six-month social media campaign designed to quadruple Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn followers in six months
• Gathered information and created database of nearly ninety funds, angel investors, and family offices in Chile’s investor network, helping to streamline Endeavor’s funding streams
• Organized and corrected discrepancies in Endeavor Chile’s internal metric analysis systems in Salesforce and excel, helping EC to see an aggregate revenue and employee performance across all 135 companies for the first time
Lindsay’s Chile Schedule!

8:00am Walk to work, with beautiful views of the Andes
8:30am Arrive at the office, on the 16th floor of the Marriot hotel
11:00am Banco de Chile co-sponsored entrepreneurship event
12:00pm: LATAM Conference on Chilean Economic and Energy Policy
1:00pm-2:00pm Lunch with the Team
2:30pm Help set up for television interview with Executive Director Angeles Romo on Endeavor Chile and our newest accepted entrepreneurs
6:00pm: Happy Hour with the team!
Weekends: Travel!
Final Reflections:

- **IMPACT:** I was able to lead meetings completely in Spanish and leave behind deliverables that the Endeavor Chile office will use throughout the year
- **DEVELOPMENT:** Spanish language (Chilean is hard), Marketing and Communications, Data Analysis, Events and Meetings with entrepreneurs
- **CULTURE:** It was so interesting to learn and hear different perspectives about Chilean economics and history
- **BEST PARTS:** Closeness with my coworkers, impact on the organization, meeting with entrepreneurs, ability to work in the South office, travel every weekend
- **CHALLENGING PARTS:** Chilean language, taxi drivers, traveling mostly with boys (because the Chilean girls I met don’t really like the outdoors!)